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Université de Provence (Aix-Marseille I) France



Panel “Politische Terminologie und ideologische Prozesse



in der osmanisch-türkischen Welt und im Nahen Osten” Halle, September 21, 2004



To style : 1. to name, call ; 2. to bring into accord with an accepted style, as of a publisher ; normalize spelling, punctuation, etc. of



Overview



The matter: archives (Ottoman and consular) concerning the Ottoman province of Cyprus dur-



ing the period of the so-called “first Tanåīmāt ”, i.e. the reforms enforced or attempted within the domains of the Sultan during the years 1840-1860 approximately. Admittedly, the term Tanåīmāt



is equated with centralization and homogenisation projects, impulsed by a lawgiving “center” over the vast spectrum of the empire’s “periphery”. The discussion of this conceptual dichotomy



implies not only that stress be laid on the fact that people from the province too played their part in the effectiveness of the reform projects; but also that archives regarding Cyprus in that period bear the imprint of what I propose to term a provincial style. i
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The argument: approaching the variety of relationships set up between a local singularity (Cyprus) and a global universe (the Ottoman Empire), from the vantage point of a province, implies that



we deal with specific of writing and reading processes —in a word: a styling. Those processes imply that a particular relevance is given to questions of formulation as related to issues of for-



malization. Naming, nominating, entitling thus appears as touchstones for the study of Ottoman provincial history.



In that respect I propose to question the way Ottoman officials expressed codification of



provincial hierarchies (i.e. by official titles such as mu©aıl, ·ā’im-ma·ām, mutaarrif, müdīr) and



mapped an administrative geography (i.e. with terms like ·ażā, sancā·) during the period under



consideration. While providing insights into the kaleidoscopic onomastics thus surveyed, I intend to show that such titles and names were constantly challenged by the various improvisations cutting across provincial archives.



1. TITLE GIVING



x the collector (mu©aıl ) x substitutes of title



2. CHARTS TO ADMINISTER



x frontiers on paper: a bureaucracy in the making x frontiers of paper: a wrinkled bureaucracy



3. COPING WITH THE IMPROPER x within such limits



x the proper style of provincial administration
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STYLING OTTOMAN CYPRUS DURING THE FIRST REFORM PERIOD (1840-60s)



Marc AYMES



Université de Provence (Aix-Marseille I) France



For most of the Tanzîmât period, the provincial



administrative system developed in a way that reflected custom, happenstance, and some efforts at reform1.



1. TITLE GIVING […] vilāyetler dā«iline giren mutaarrıflı·lara ibtidā-yı teşekkülde ·ā’im-ma·ām denilmiş ise de bu nām enåār-ı nāsda ba‘żı mertebe [torn part] idügünden ve sāye-i ma‘ālī-vāye-i ©ażret-i pādişāhīde bil-‘umūm vilāyetlerde me’mūl olan me©āsin-i idāreniñ ©üsn-i cereyānı içün me’mūrīniñ te(yīn-i [sic] va·‘ ü ©ayÆiyeti lāzım È[torn part] ba‘dezīn vilāyāt-i müştekkile dā’irelerinde bulunan ·ā’imma·āmlara mutaarrıf ve müdīrlere ·ā’im-ma·ām ve ·ażā ve nevā©ī żābıÈa me’mūrlarına müdīr ve merkez-i vilāyet mu©āsebecilerine kemā fī-s-sābı· defterdār ve sancā· māl müdīrlerine mu©āsebeci ve ·ażālar māl kātiblerine māl müdīri ‘ünvānı virilmesi […]2.



At my starting point lies a most general (and fully agreed upon) idea about the Tanåīmāt



period: a major manifestation of the reform projects in those years is the attempt at reframing



and formalizing provincial administration. Since that perspective owes much (as the abovequoted document testifies) to the subsequent developments of the 1864-67 “vilāyāt-i müştekkile ”,



it would perhaps sound a bit anachronistic to apply it to the “first” Tanåīmāt. Apart from the fact



that (as I shall incidentally propose) anachronism can never be ruled out when it comes to words, for the time being I hold that the aforementioned perspective provides an economic framework



for putting to the test the Ottoman political terminology of the 1840-60s. I shall thereby begin with considerations about the titles given to governors of Cyprus in those years. 1 2



Findley, “The evolution of the system of provincial administration” (1986), p. 5.



Cev.-Dāh. 5349, copy of an “emir-nāme-i sāmī ” to the vilāyet of Danube (Çūna) (8 . 1284 [June 11, 1867]). 1
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The collector (mu©aıl )



The first word coming out when considering the governors of Cyprus at that time is mu©aıl, i.e.



“collector”. Most of the dispatches they send to the Sublime Porte around the middle of the century bear “mu©aıl-ı cezīre-i ¶ıbrıs ” as a signature3, and sometimes also “mu©aıllı·-ı cezīre-i ¶ıbrıs ”



as an official seal4. Research about the beginnings of the “official” Tanåīmāt period, namely the years following the 1839 «aÈÈ-ı şerīf of Gül«āne, stresses that the word mu©aıl then comes to de-



note those provincial governors’ taking charge of fiscal duties, and thus epitomizes the attempt by some bureaucrats at resolute reorganization of revenue collection in the provinces5. As such it even becomes, in Stanford Shaw’s terms, “the basic criterion of provincial reform”: wherever a



mu©aıl has taken control of local finances, “the Tanzimat [is] considered to be in force6 ”. The process described is that of an institutionalisation, under the name mu©aıllı·, of a variety of fis-



cal procedures that had gone out of control in the previous decades (or even centuries). Thomas Scheben thus underlines that, in spite of its immediate failure in terms of fiscal efficiency, the



mu©aıl “experiment” was a crucial step toward the development of new administrative methods in the Ottoman province:



dieses kurz Experiment [blieb] keineswegs ohne langfristige Folgen und hinterliess deutliche Spuren in der Entwicklung der Verwaltung. Eine Reihe von anderen Steuern wurde weiterhin von Muhassıllar direkt eingezogen. […] Darüber hinaus bedeutete die Bündelung einer ganzen Reihe von Verwaltungsaufgaben, die zuvor den Kadi’s, Steuerpächtern oder Notablen überlassen waren, in der Hand einer staatlichen Institution einen wichtigen Zwischenschritt auf dem Wege zur Herausbildung einer Zivilverwaltung in den Provinzen7.



At that point, however, a focus on terminology obliges to allow for the distinction be-



tween letter and spirit. The spirit might have been, from 1840 onwards, that of a far-reaching and innovative process. And yet the word mu©aıl itself can be traced back along the line of a long-



lasting use. Drawing upon Muradgea d’Ohsson’s Tableau général de l’Empire othoman, Andreas 3



Among others: A.MKT 118/85, ‘arīża by İsmā‘īl ‘Ādil Paşa (ġurre Cā. 1264 [April 5, 1848]) ; A.MKT 178/23, şu··a by the same (7 R. 1265 [March 2, 1849]) ; A.MKT 204/77, ‘arīża by ‘AbdüllaÈīf Efendi (11 C. 1265 [May 4, 1849]) ; A.MKT.UM 52/6, mażbaÈa by A©med ¨āfıż Paşa and others (15 Cā. 1267 [March 18, 1851]) ; A.MKT.UM 70/90, ‘arīża by A©med ¨āfıż Paşa (22 L. 1267 [August 20, 1851]) ; A.MKT 115/76, ‘arīża by Me©med Şerīf Paşa (11 . 1269 [November 24, 1852]). 4



İ.MVL 139, mażbaÈa by ‘OÆmān Nūrī and others (n.d. [~ 1840]) ; İ.MVL 352, mażbaÈa by Me©med Çal‘at Efendi and others (27 . 1257 [April 20, 1841]. 5



See Shaw, “The Origins of representative government” (2000 [1969]), p. 186-187 ; Şener, Tanzimat dönemi Osmanlı vergi sistemi (1990), p. 23-24. 6 7



Shaw, “The Origins of representative government” (2000 [1969]), p. 187. Scheben, Verwaltungsreformen der frühen Tanzimatzeit (1991), p. 84.
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Birken establishes that Cyprus was, in the beginning of the 19th century, administered by a mu©aıl collecting provincial revenue in the name of the grand vizier8 (other quotations would suggest that at some point the latter was probably replaced by the admiral of the Ottoman fleet, the ¶apudān Paşa 9). And as a matter of fact the signature “mu©aıl-ı cezīre-i ¶ıbrıs ” is no less to be



met with before the presumed turning point of 1839-40 than after10. As a result, whatever the de-



tails about the complicated chronology of Cyprus’ administrative regime, one has to cope with an impossibility to make letter and spirit coincide. Under the permanence of its sign, mu©aıl weaves



together multiple possible meanings, a variety of accents. This statement does not mean that such a multiplicity be a remnant of some pre-Tanåīmāt “decentralization”: for the word manifestly retains its plurality of uses within the elaboration of reform policies. Beshara Doumani thus analyses how during the 1850s “the broad and respectful [official title] shaykh al-nahiya ” given to local elites in Jabal Nablus appears to be changed into “the more narrowly defined and bureaucratic



muhassil (tax collector)11 ”. Compared to the process described by Scheben, the word here sounds like a same spirit of bureaucratisation. Again, still, the letter sounds irreducible. Indeed, while Doumani claims that “the real meaning of "subdistrict chief" came to approximate more and more the official (but long unrealised) Ottoman vision of their role12 ”, the word approximate still implies some remainder, “the unsigned rest : a text without a title13 ”. Moreover, while mu©aıl here hap-



pens to designate a petty country collector, it denotes an influential provincial administrator in



Scheben’s archives. To stress solely the similarity of spirit would not allow for such variations of accent. In this respect the term mu©aıl appears as a standard by which discrepancies affecting such titles in the archives of the province may be measured. Substitutes of title



Now the question is not only one of continuity in the meanings and uses of the word mu©aıl in



itself; another problem is that this term seems, to a certain extent, substitutable with some other titles—and the consequent difficulty is to ascertain whether this substitution makes any difference or not. 8 9



Birken, Die Provinzen des osmanischen Reiches (1976), map 3.



See Aymes, “ "Position délicate" ou île sans histoires ?” (2004), p. 243-244.



10



See for example HAT 20145, ‘arżu©āl by Me©med Emīn Paşa (n.d. [~ 1248/1832-33]).



12



Ibid. (emphasis is mine).



11 13



Doumani, Rediscovering Palestine (1995), p. 170.



Barthes, “Digressions” (1984), p. 97 (my translation, emphasis in the original) : “le reste, non signé : un texte sans titre”.
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Out of several titles intermingling with mu©aıl, one in particular is to be privileged here



(for the sake of concision, and of some petty play on words also): ·ā’im-ma·ām, i.e. “lieutenant” or “substitute”. With respect to provincial governorship the term would imply that the official bear-



ing that title be the local delegate of some higher-ranking authority. And such is indeed the case when, following the administrative reorganization of the “White Sea islands” (i.e. the Aegean archipelago) in May-June 1849, Cyprus becomes integrated within a renewed Cezā’ir-i Ba©r-ı Sefīd



eyāleti 14: the newly-appointed vālī, afvetī Paşa, drafts instructions “to the ·ā’im-ma·āms under my



humble supervision15 ”. Thus clearly there appears to be a semantic necessity associated to the use of that word: ·ā’im-ma·ām means, functionally, a substitute of the vālī. Yet a double blur intervenes at this point.



First: as concerns the title given to the governor of Cyprus, the 1849 reorganization is no



watershed. As a matter of fact ·ā’im-ma·ām was already a title used for the governors of Cyprus or other similar islands before 184916: in mid-1845 the “¶ıbrıs ·ā’im-ma·āmı ” ¨ācı Mesrūr Aġa is thus replaced by the “Rodos ·ā’im-ma·āmı ” ¨asan Paşa17. And a defter perused at the Porte in November of the same year concerns “the revenue farms and vacant tımārs within the ·ā’im-ma·āmlı·



of the island of Cyprus18 ”. Symmetrically ‘AbdüllaÈīf Efendi, the official appointed in the island following its integration to the White Sea eyālet, still uses the signature “mu©aıl-ı cezīre-i ¶ıbrıs 19 ”.



And some fifteen years later, in May 1863, a document from the embassy of Prussia at the Porte



(concerning a dispute between two local tradesmen) requires that a viziriel letter be sent “to the fortunate paşa the mu©aıl of Cyprus20 ”.



Second: such a coexistence is not devoid of confusion between the two terms. In this re-



spect, the draft of the order ensuing the Prussian dispatch in 1863 deserves close scrutiny. Con14



For details about Cyprus’ administrative status before and after the reorganization see Aymes, “ "Position délicate" ou île sans histoires ?” (2004), p. 243-245. 15



İ.Dāh. 11188, document entitled “Zīr-i neåāret-i çākerīde bulunan ·ā’im-ma·āmlara virilen ta‘līmāt” (n.d. [~ B. 1265/May-June 1849]). 16



As a matter of fact, the replacement of mu©aıl by ·ā’im-ma·ām is considered to have been performed following a series of regulations in January, 1842 : see Shaw, “The Origins of representative government” (2000 [1969]), p. 198-199. 17



İ.Dah. 5252, ‘arż te(kiresi (s.d. [~ C. 1261/June-July 1845]) : “¶ıbrıs ·ā’im-ma·āmı IÈabl-ı ‘āmire pāyelülerinden ¨ācı Mesrūr Aġa ©a··ında ba‘żı mertebe şikāyet ve Rodos ·ā’im-ma·āmı mīr-i mīrān sa‘ādetlü ¨asan Paşa «ayli müddet ¶ıbrıs cezīresini ©üsn-i idāre ve ahāliyi dil-«āh[-ı] ‘ālī vechile güzel vi·āyet ü ©imāye eylediginden […] aġa-yı mūmāileyhiñ ‘azliyle müşārünileyh ¨asan Paşa’nıñ Rodos’da olan on beşbiñ yedi-yüz elli ġurūş ma‘āşıyla ¶ıbrıs ·ā’im-ma·āmı nab ü ta‘yīn ·ılınması”. 18



İ.Dāh. 5669, ‘arż te(kiresi (11 'ā. 1261 [November 11, 1845]) : “¶ıbrıs cezīresi ·ā’im-ma·āmlıġı dā«ilinde [bulunan] muqāÈa‘āt ve tımārāt-ı ma©lūle”. 19 20



İ.Dāh. 11188, two mażbaÈas by ‘AbdüllaÈīf Efendi and other authorities (15-17 B. 1265 [June 6-8, 1849]).



HR.MKT 60/43, document bearing the seal of the embassy of Prussia at the Porte (12 Ş 1269 [May 21, 1863]) : “¶ıbrıs mu©aılı bulunan devletlü paşaya «itāben”.
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forming to the term used in the latter, it bears the title: “to the mu©aıl of Cyprus21 ”. Yet a look at the verso reveals, beside a date and a short summary of the case, two terse notations: “Prūsyā ”,



and “to the ·ā’im-ma·ām of Cyprus22 ”. Trying to interpret this final twist would seem tedious in the extreme, be it without another helpful occurrence. In October 1847, the governor of the is-



land İsmā‘īl ‘Ādil Paşa sends a report which he signs: “mu©aıl-ı ¶ıbrıs 23 ”. The ensuing correspondence contains the proceedings of discussions that followed at the Meclis-i vālā in Istanbul,



and here the abovementioned governor is referred to as “the blissful ‘Ādil Paşa, ·ā’im-ma·ām of



the aforesaid island24 ”. Hence it appears that if the word ·ā’im-ma·ām is not a new title in 1849,



neither is its relative indistinctness with mu©aıl altogether unfamiliar at that time. But above all



this document provides a possible hypothesis for explaining such a confusion. I would suggest that at some point ·ā’im-ma·ām became (perhaps in replacement of the failure-stamped mu©aıl)



the official generic term used within part of (if not all) the Porte bureaucracy to designate provin-



cial governors such as that of Cyprus; and yet, that mu©aıl remained in use locally for some



time. In the case of the Prussian affair, this hypothesis seems to be valid: the embassy letter probably quotes literally the terms of the demand received from the involved merchant in Cy-



prus; a similar paraphrase may have dictated the use of the word mu©aıl in the draft order; and



the mention “·ā’im-ma·ām ” on its verso then would be a correction added for the sake of official terminology by a scrupulous kātib in charge of enrolling issued orders in some register at the Porte. Fragile as it may be, such a possibility leaves room to imagine to what extent the Porte officialese has to come to terms with provincial improvisations25.



Those considerations provide, in a sense, a foreword to the study of provincial titles: the



aporias disclosed by the latter give an insight into the possible inconsequences and inconsistencies of the so-called archival “corpus”.



21



Ibid., draft of an order, dated on verso (7 N 1269 [June 14, 1853]) : “¶ıbrıs mu©aılına”.



23



İ.MVL 2585, ‘arīża signed by İsmā‘īl ‘Ādil Paşa (13 'ā. 1263 [October 23, 1847]).



22 24



Ibid., verso : “¶ıbrıs ·ā’im-ma·āmına”.



Ibid., mażbaÈa of the Meclis-i vālā (23 '. 1263 [December 2, 1847]) : “cezīre-i mer·ūme ·ā’im-ma·āmı sa‘ādetlü ‘Ādil Paşa”. 25



This view is akin to that of İnalcık, “Application of the Tanzimat” (1973), p. 98 : “every group started to give the reforms its own interpretation”; or of Makdisi, The Culture of sectarianism (2000), p. 12 : “there were several understandings, translations, and fragmentations of imperial discourses of reform as they traveled from center to periphery and back again”.
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2. CHARTS TO ADMINISTER



A way to deal with that semantic variability is to consider that titles given are not simply words



on their own: they are also resources intended to serve a functional purpose, that of building up an efficient hierarchy of offices. Under such circumstances one has to shift the focus from lexical



units to bureaucratic configurations. This leads to emphasize some concepts and properties about how the Ottomans codify provincial hierarchy—and hereby develop a sense of territoriality. Frontiers on paper: a bureaucracy in the making



As far as such an idea of bureaucratic configuration is concerned, the statement proposed by J. Hanssen, T. Philipp and S. Weber sounds a fruitful one:



the appearance of a provincial order produced an order of appearance through an immense alignment of office hierarchies and bureaucratic competences, institutional atomization and proliferation of spatially locales of responsibility26.



In many respects entitlement norms formulated during the “first” reform era may indeed be un-



derstood as an attempt at creating lines (“alignment”) that would provide for a tiered bureaucratic topography (“spatially locales of responsibility”)27.



This outlook appears with full clarity at the latter end of the period under study, when the



reorganization prompted by the 1864-67 provincial laws reaches the White Sea, in the spring of 1868. Again Cyprus is attached to the governorship (now vilāyet) of the Cezā’ir-i Ba©r-ı Sefīd, and in a dispatch to the Porte the vālī proposes a detailed chart of how to structure local administration within the Cypriot subprovince: Cyprus would be (apart from its capital Lef·oşa) administered by



five ·ā’im-ma·āms (another use of the word has blossomed out) located in the districts (·ażā) of Çuzla, Māġosa, Leymosūn, Bāf and Gīrinye; under their jurisdiction would be seated seven “di-



rectors” (müdīr) ; and for each of those officials, the vālī ’s organization chart specifies what would be their “class” (ınıf)28. The most remarkable feature in this document is the outlook it reveals: 26 27



Hanssen, Philipp, Weber, “Introduction” (2002), p. 13 (referring to T. Mitchell’s Colonising Egypt).



See also Hanssen, “Practices of integration” (2002), p. 59: he describes (as regards the “commissions of improvement” sent to the provinces in the 1840s) “strategies of spatial representation combined to produce a new quality of transformation that was based on establishing an order of geographical homogeneity rather than temporal linearity”. 28



İ.ŞD 338, ‘arīża by the vālī of the Cezā’ir-i Ba©r-ı Sefīd vilāyeti (12 Z. 1284 [April 17, 1868]) : “Cezā’ir-i Ba©r-ı Sefīd vilāyetine il©ā· buyrulmuş olan ¶ıbrıs cezīresinde teşkīli tensīb olunan ·ā’im-ma·āmlı·lar ile bunlara il©ā· olunmaları mev·i‘en i·tiżā iden müdīrlikleriñ isimlerini ve cesāmet ve ehemmiyetlerine göre ınıflarını […] mübeyyin tanåīm ve leffen ‘arż ü ta·dīm ·ılınan defter müÈāla‘asından ma‘lūm-ı ‘ālī-i vezīr-i a‘åamīleri buyurılacaġı vechile cezīre-i me(kūre dā«ilinde biri ınıf-ı evvel ve dördi ınıf-ı Æānī olma· üzere beş
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an obvious care is being shown for the details of nomenclature, aiming at establishing a neat distinction between the respective titles and ranks of each official mentioned. Moreover, the vālī



states that a defter attached to his dispatch contains indications about the masculine population of each district, and the distance between each ·ā’im-ma·ām ’s seat and the Lef·oşa capital29. The lat-



ter detail implies that the same attention is being paid to the arrangement of local bureaucracy and to the sketch of its geographical dimensions. The lines thus drawn elaborate a double carto-



graphic scale according to which the province would be styled. And here my expression “line drawing” is directly inspired by the sentence by which the Council of State (Şūrā-yı Devlet) in Is-



tanbul ratifies the vālī ’s proposal: “it has been deemed conform to the necessary course of affairs that the circumscriptions of districts and subdistricts be delimitated [ta©dīd] according to the proposed organization30 ”.



Is such a ta©dīd enterprise a reflection of some new bureaucratic concept proper to the



1860s provincial laws? or rather is it a rejuvenation of catchwords already to be met during the previous decades (if not even before)? At this point a patient inquiry into the longue durée of Ot-



toman archives would be necessary. For the sake of concision I shall merely point out one of the most significant clues, which relates to the notion of il©ā·. This word means “addition”, “annexa-



tion” or grammatical “suffixation”— I shall translate it with “attachment”, its most neutral



equivalent. In the 1868 document one reads successively that Cyprus “has been attached to the governorship of the islands of the White Sea31 ”, then that “the attachment of müdīrs to the ·ā’im-



ma·āms according to local necessities32 ” should be contemplated. Now the same conception of a delegation of authority to “attached” subordinate müdīrs appears already after the reframing of the insular eyālet in 1849: afvetī Paşa indeed sends “instructions to the müdīrs of the islands attached to that of Rhodes33 ” (the latter being the seat of the vālī). Three different—and not neces-



sarily congruent—conclusions can be drawn from such a tantalizing set of quotations. It may be stressed that:



·ā’im-ma·āmlı· ve bu ·ā’im-ma·āmlı·lar dā’iresinde birinci ve ikinci ınıfdan yedi müdīrlik olma· […] īcāb idüb […]”. The aforesaid defter is unfortunately missing in the file containing this record. 29



Ibid. : “[…] ınıflarını ve nüfūs-ı (ükūrlarıyla ·ā’im-ma·āmlı·larıñ merkez-i livāya ve müdīrlikleriñ ·ā’imma·āmlı·lara olan mesāfeleri [mi·dāriyeti ?] mübeyyin […]” 30



Ibid., mażbaÈa by the Şūrā-yı Devlet (10 Rā. 1285 [July 1, 1868]), 4th § : “·ażā ve nā©iyeler devā’iriniñ tertībāt-ı ma‘rūżeye göre ta©dīdi īcāb-ı mala©atdan bulunmuşdur” (stress is mine). 31



İ.ŞD 338, ‘arīża by the vālī of the Cezā’ir-i Ba©r-ı Sefīd vilāyeti (12 Z. 1284 [April 17, 1868]) : “Cezā’ir-i Ba©r-ı Sefīd vilāyetine il©ā· buyrulmuş olan ¶ıbrıs cezīresi[…]”. 32 33



Ibid. : “·ā’im-ma·āmlı·lar ile bunlara il©ā· olunmaları mev·i‘en i·tiżā iden müdīrlikler”.



İ.Dāh. 11188 (n.d. [~ B. 1265/May-June 1849]). : “Rodos cezīresine mül©a· aÈalar müdīrlerine virilen ta‘līmāt”.
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1. there exists an obvious permanency in the vocabulary used by Ottoman administrators to style and restyle provincial bureaucracy throughout the Tanåīmāt period.



2. although titles seem to last, the way they were re-configured in 1868 testifies to a particularly scrupulous and systematic outlook.



3. the streamlining of a vocabulary according to the needs of bureaucratic efficiency does not ex-



clude that the words and names thus dispatched to the province be appropriated and improvised upon, as my “foreword” suggests.



Frontiers of paper: a wrinkled bureaucracy



Still, ta©dīd does not merely reflect the way Istanbul bureaucrats imposed a schematic hierarchy of titles on a passive province. It also involves the bulk of papers received at the Porte from the pro-



vincials (whatever their title or condition), and the challenge of not being overwhelmed by it. Thus three years after the 1849 integration of Cyprus within the eyālet of the islands, the local “mu©aıl ” Me©med Şerīf Paşa acknowledges receipt of the following instructions:



Çaşra me’mūrları Èarafından meāli©-i vā·i‘eyi Dersa‘ādet’e iş‘ār ile ·anā‘at olunmayub birço· ma©alle ta©rīr olundıġından bu ūret keÆret-i evrā· ve ta‘īb-i mala©atı mūcib oldıġına binā’en bundan böyle uūl-i mu·arreresi ve tenbīhāt-ı ‘umūmiyyeyi şāmil her Èarafa neşr olunan ta‘līmāt-ı seniyye a©kām-ı mündericesi i·tiżāsından oldıġı üzere ‘arż ü istī(ānı īcāb iden mevāddı Dersa‘ādet’e yazmayara· eyālet vālīsine iş‘ār olunub fa·aÈ umūr-ı cesīmeden olara· fev·-al-‘āde bir mādde vu·ū‘unda meclis mażbaÈasıyla Dersa‘ādet’e inhā ve vālī-i eyālete da«ī serī‘en iş‘ār ü inbā ·ılınması «uūuna Meclis-i vālā ·arārı üzere irāde-i iābet-‘āde-i ©ażret-i pādişāhī müte‘alli· ve şeref-sunū© buyrulmuş oldıġı beyān-ı ‘ālīsiyle ber mūceb-i emr ü fermān-ı mekārim-‘ünvān-ı cenāb-ı tāc-dārī keyfiyetiñ ·ażālar müdīrānına i‘lānıyla īcāb-ı ©āliñ icrāsına mübāderet olunması



[…]34.



Apart from an interesting reverberation of what the mu©aıl-·ażā müdīri pattern is supposed to imply in the way orders are issued, it is clearly expressed here that due to the “excess of papers”



and “the complication of affairs” coming from the provinces, the Porte bureaucracy is on the verge of congestion. The answer to such a challenge again takes the form of ta©dīd. Which means, for that matter, a delimitation on a double ground, in both cases proving as difficult to ascertain.



First, a clear distinction of the vālī ’s and ·ā’im-ma·ām-mu©aıl ’s jurisdictions is estab-



lished here. Interestingly enough, the document offers a striking anticipation of “the trend toward concentration of powers in the hands of the governors [vālīs]” that S. Shaw perceives in the years



34



A.MKT.UM 115/76, ‘arīża signed by the “mu©aıl-ı cezīre-i ¶ıbrıs” Şerīf Paşa (11 afer 1269 [November 24, 1852]). The date of the quoted order is also mentioned in the text: 20 M. 1269 [November 3, 1852].
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following the 1856 reform decree35. And yet such a clear subordination of the “substitutes” vis-à-



vis the vālī proves uneasy to confirm. In the case of Cyprus, an analysis of the occurrences of



“vālī ” and “·ā’im-ma·ām ” in the 1850s makes it nearly impossible to decide whether the governor of the island was a mere subordinate of the islands’ governor at Rhodes, an independent vālī him-



self, or whether he occupied an intermediate position36. This difficulty has already been stressed



as concerns titles supposed to be equivalent in rank and duty; now it involves terms that would in theory denote a sense of hierarchical submission.



Delimitation is also at play on another ground: that of the distinction between what shall



retain an intra-provincial character, and the “extraordinary matter having to do with important



affairs”. The latter phrase might have proven as difficult to interpret for administrators of the time as it is to us, unless we suppose that some basic set of tools common to Ottoman officials clearly defined the acknowledged meanings of words like extraordinary and important. At any rate, S. Shaw’s explanations about the subsequent 1858 regulations suggests some possible exegesis:



Provincial officials were allowed to communicate directly with the Porte only if they had concrete evidence that the governor was acting against the law or in violation of the sultan’s order, but for no other purpose37.



Whatever the exact meaning given to this allusive “only if”, its mere existence has crucial implica-



tions for an understanding of the experience of Ottoman administrators during the reforms: by establishing a clear distinction between the intra- and the extra-provincial, it marks off a concept of what is thought to be more than “merely” provincial, as opposed to the humdrum responsibilities of the province as such.



At this point the stakes of delimitation change: the notion not only involves the setting of



a hierarchical topography, but also determines a key aspect of Ottoman official ethics—or, more generally, style—regarding provincial administration.



35



Shaw, “The Origins of representative government” (2000 [1969]), p. 207 (with regard to regulations issued on September 22, 1858). Shaw already points out such a trend in the years following 1842, but underlines that in the late 1840s “the balance of authority was moving away from a concentration in the hands of the executive toward concentration in the hands of the administrative councils” (id., loc. cit., p. 206). 36 37



On that matter see Aymes, “ "Position délicate" ou île sans histoires ?” (2004), p. 245-246. Shaw, “The Origins of representative government” (2000 [1969]), p. 208.
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3. COPING WITH THE IMPROPER



Ta©dīd, obviously, has to do with the very notion of “limit”, ©add. The latter, though little dwelt upon by Ottomanist scholars, is acknowledged to be a key word of Ottoman official vocabulary.



A glance at the late 19th century dictionary by sir James W. Redhouse provides lively quotations about what the usual meaning of the word might have been: ©addıñca : according to thy rank, power, or ability. ©addım degil : I dare not.



©addımı bilürüm : I know my place, what is proper for me to venture on.



ne ©addına ? : how should he venture to such a point ? He dares not38.



It thus appears to express a sense of what is proper, in the right place (as in nowadays’ yerinde).



The purpose of my argument here consists in stressing the twofold enforcement of such an acceptation within the setting of Ottoman provincial administration. Within such limits



The notion of property associated to ©add is first part of the normative frame acknowledged among Ottoman officials. As S. Shaw has underlined, “[t]he traditional Ottoman concept of had,



or ‘boundary’, [is one] indicating and enclosing the status, prerogatives, and privileges of each member of the Ruling Class39 ”. It circumscribes the duty of any Ottoman official, and thus intermingles with notions I shall briefly touch upon in relation to the “first” reform era.



The term dā’ire (pl. devā’ir), literally “circle”, often used till today to signify some adminis-



trative “circumscription”, relates tellingly enough to that of ©add. We have seen that the 1868 project submitted by the vālī of the islands A©med Paşa consisted in “delimitating the circum-



scriptions [devā’ir] of districts and subdistricts40 ”. Such an idea of close circularity also implies



that each circle has its axis and orbit of revolution, both of which being expressed by the word medār 41. Thus, just as the sultan’s seat is sometimes praised as “devlet-medār ” (in all the senses of



38 39 40



Redhouse, A Turkish and English Lexicon (1890), p. 768.



Shaw, « The Central legislative councils » (2000 [1970]), p. 234.



İ.ŞD 338, mażbaÈa by the Şūrā-yı Devlet (10 Rā. 1285 [July 1, 1868]), 4th § : “·ażā ve nā©iyeler devā’iriniñ […] ta©dīdi”. 41



Derived from the same Arabic lexical root as dā’ire, medār indeed means “axis” or “orbit”. More prosaically though, it can also signify “a means, a help” in Turkish usage (Redhouse, A Turkish and English Lexicon, 1890, p. 1783).
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the word devlet)42, each official at the scale of his own “circle” has to ensure the smooth revolu-



tion of affairs. Thus, in a dispatch sent some months before his ta©dīd draft, the same A©med Paşa claims that “among the factors for a vālī ’s orbit of success [medār-ı muvaffa·ıyet], a fundamen-



tal one is to be surrounded by able officials backing him up43 ”. Moreover, in the instructions



A©med Paşa sends to the ·ā’im-ma·āms of all the districts within Cyprus during the spring 1868, a



short definition clearly evinces the assumption that any local official is totally identified with one’s circumscription: “the ·ā’im-ma·ām is fundamentally the official answerable for the district [qażā]44 ”. Thus each title finds its place in its proper circumscription, its due circle.



Yet what appears here is that the drawing of one’s dā’ire is not only functional as regards



the framing of a bureaucratic topography. Thus, following an initiative taken by the governor of Cyprus in 1853, the Porte expresses their agreement by the following sentence: “the move [de-



cided] by the aforementioned ·ā’im-ma·ām 45 on that matter takes place within the circle of the wills [veāyā] written [to him]46 ”. Beyond the definition of “geographical homogeneity47 ”, here



the circle also relates to a set of norms and values, commanded or bequeathed (since the word



veāyā derives from the singular vaiyet)—in a word, it partakes of the inculcation of a standard code of official behaviour.



At that point the circle is crossed by the notion of vaåīfe. Multi-layered in meaning



(possible translations are duty, office, charge, but also allowance, salary or pension), this word (or its



plural form veåā’if ) is one of the most often used terms in Ottoman official language during the 19th century, when it comes to deal with the prerogatives and duties of an administrator. The regulations promulgated on afer 13, 1275 (September 22, 1858), so as to enforce the provisions of the 1856 imperial rescript in the provinces, are entitled “vülāt-ı i‘åām ve mutaarrıfīn-i kirām ile



·ā’im-ma·āmlarıñ ve müdīrleriñ veåā’ifini şāmil ta‘līmāt 48 ”. Interestingly enough, the use of this notion



can be traced (at least) back to a source clearly anterior to the beginning of the Tanåīmāt : the 42



See for example İ.MVL 1203, i‘lām by the nā’ib of Lef·oşa ¨āfıå ¨asan Efendi: “Der-i devlet-medāra ma©żar ricā ü niyāza cesāret eyledigimiz”. 43



İ.ŞD 284, ‘arīża by the “vâlî-i vilâyet-i Cezâ’ir-i Ba©r-ı Sefîd” Es-seyyid A©med Paşa (17 M. 1285 [May 10, 1868]): “bir vālīniñ medār-ı muvaffa·ıyeti olan esbābıñ bir başlıcası da«ī refā·atında i‘timād idecegi reviyetkārān me’mūrīniñ bulundırılması māddesi oldıġı”. The purpose of A©med Paşa’s claim is in fact to bring forward motives susceptible of justifying the dismissal of his subordinante the governor of Cyprus, Çayyib Paşa. 44



İ.ŞD 301, order to the ·ā’im-ma·āms of the Cyprus districts by the vālī of the islands (n.d. [~ M. 1285/AprilMay 1868]) : “bir ·ażānıñ al-i me’mūr-ı mes’ūli ·ā’im-ma·ām bulundıġı”. 45



Here employed in its pre-1860s sense.



47



Hanssen, “Practices of integration” (2002), p. 59.



46



İ.Dāh. 17270, ‘arż te(kiresi (27 L. 1269 [August 3, 1853]) : “·ā’im-ma·ām-ı mūmāileyhiñ bu bābda olan ©areketi yazılan veāyā dā’iresinde olmaġla […]”. 48



Düstūr I/2 (H. 1289), Ş 1279 [February 1862], p. 352-365. Transliterated by Çadırcı, “Türkiye’de kaza yönetimi” (1989), p. 255-57 (my transcription from the original text).
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sened-i ittifā· concluded between sultan Ma©mūd II and several preeminent provincial notables (a‘yān) in 1808. Indeed a passage of this document deserves quotation:



Devlet-i ‘aliyye’niñ öteden-berü uūl-i niåām ü ·ānūnı kāffe-i emr ü nehī-i pādişāhī «āric ve dā«il cümle erkān ü vükelāya ma·ām-ı vekālet-i muÈla·adan udūr itmek ūreti olmaġla ba‘dezīn herkes büyügüni bilüb vaåīfesinden «āric umūra taaddī eylemeye ve kāffe-i emr ü nehī ma·ām-ı adāret-i ‘uåmādan udūr eyleye49.



Two main features attached to the notion of vaåīfe stand out here: a sense of hierarchy (“herkes büyügüni bilüb ”), and a pledge of allegiance towards any order issued by the sultan (“emr ü nehī-i



pādişāhī ”). These, to a large extent, may be considered as harbingers of the bureaucratic topography and official ethic combined within the dā’ire symbol during the following decades. The proper style of provincial administration



Another possible meaning may be given to the limits drawn by the vocabulary of ©add. As ascer-



tained from the study of the provincial administrators’ archives and style, such limits stand for



the concept of a proper/improper dichotomy which extends far beyond the internal needs of a bureaucracy in the making.



My argument rests upon a document expressing the reaction of the governor of Cyprus



to some local disturbances echoing the very beginnings of the Crimean War. It is a dispatch sent to the Porte by the ·ā’im-ma·ām Me©med Şerīf Paşa on July 23, 1853:



Rūsya keyfiyetinden Èolayı şu aralı· rū-nümā olan tertībāt-ı i©tiyāÈiyye cezīre-i ¶ıbrıs ahālisiniñ mesmū‘ları olara· geçenlerde ba‘żı ·ażā ve ·urāda beyn el-islām ve re‘āyā bī-al ü esās erācīf ta©addüÆ iderek avb-ı bendegānemden «aber alınmış ve der-‘a·ab her bir ·ażāya ‘umūmen ta©rīrāt-ı ma«ūeler neşriyle “herkes umūr ve «uūāt-ı (ātiyyesiyle meşġūl olub beyn el-devletīn vā·i‘ olaca· tedārükāt ve sā’ir «uūātıñ ·āle alınması vaåīfelerinden «āricdir evvelki gibi islām ile re‘āyā bir birleriyle ülfet ve ·omşılı· itmege di··at ve daha ziyāde kesb ve ticāretleri temşiyetine ġayret itsün eger bundan böyle her kim öyle «āric-i vaåīfe umūr-ı devleti lisānına alur ve «aber virilür ise mücāzāt olunaca·dır” diyerek tenbīhāt-ı lāzıme icrā olunmuş50.



Noticeably enough, the quoted “special instructions” seem to come from Şerīf Paşa’s own initia-



tive, not from an injunction sent to him by the Porte51. Its formulation thus draws upon the vocabulary of the provincial administrator himself. Most striking, then, is Şerīf Paşa’s use of the no-



tion of vaåīfe, meaning here not the duties of some subordinate official, but those of all the local 49 50



51



HAT 35242. My thanks to Ali Yaycıoğlu for letting me discover and quote this document. İ.Dāh. 17270, şu··a by « Me©med Şerīf », 16 L. 1269 [July 23, 1853].



Otherwise, reception of the relative order would, as usual, have been acknowledged first. Moreover, a document I quoted above is the answer to this dispatch written at the Porte, and it clearly shows that Şerīf Paşa’s initiative is approved ex post facto (see above quotation of İ.Dāh. 17270, ‘arż te(kiresi, 27 L. 1269 [August 3, 1853]).
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inhabitants. The phrase “«āric-i vaåīfe ” stands no longer for the “affairs” that exceed the circle of



an official’s attributions (as in the sened-i ittifā·), but rather for the whole of the state politics (“umūr-ı devlet ”), as opposed to one’s “personal affairs and occupations” (“umūr ve «uūāt-ı (āti-



yye ”). Incidentally, this outlook can also be traced in the correspondence of the French consul at



Larnaca in those years, Jules Doazan, when he describes the Cypriots as “tranquil and indifferent to the events that take place far away from them52 ”. In a sense, both the Ottoman and the consular officials want the provincials to be provincialists.



Hence a terminology intended to codify daily bureaucratic behaviour overlaps with a con-



cept of rule, an idea of authority whereby the ruled inhabitants must not interfere with the sovereign’s state policy. This, to some extent, articulates with the classic dichotomy between the offi-



cial agents of the sultan and his tax-paying subjects, the ‘askers and the re‘āyās53. Yet the latter cou-



ple is increasingly outdated in the mid-19th century Ottoman polity : re‘āyā has come to mean



“non-Muslim subject”, and a new (though still fuzzy) use of teb‘a with a “subject” acceptation is



in the forging following the 1839 Gül«āne edict54. Under such circumstances, the reframing of the provincial administration during the Tanåīmāt stands out as a crucial ground for the Ottoman bureaucrats’ redefining what is proper and what is improper in politics.



Significantly, this redefinition is connected to an endeavour (already pointed out above)



to distinguish the intra- from the extra-provincial. And here, as is the case with vaåīfe, this distinc-



tion is no longer solely associated with the topography of bureaucratic correspondence: it is also part of an attempt to circumscribe the proper time and space of politics. Using the word province



in order to conceptualise the style thus imprinted on the archives relative to Cyprus, I partly draw upon the Ottoman equivalent of the word, Èaşra, and its connotation of an “outside” (Èışarı)—a



connotation moreover echoed by the insistent use of «āric in the abovementioned documents.



Indeed the province, as delimitated by Şerīf Paşa’s prose, is meant to stand outside of politics.



Reversely, its inside consists solely in the ordinary “affairs and occupations” of ordinary subjects, confined within peculiar interests allowing for no outburst of political temper. In a nutshell, the vaåīfe of the province sounds like a pure “here and now”, something recalling the Ottoman phrase



el-©āletü ha(ihi. Accordingly, it also has to do with a specific sense of time: as much as it is, in the



Ottoman officials’ view, severed from elsewheres and far aways, it also stays immersed in a time



52



CPC Turquie, Larnaca, vol. 1, f. 65 (Doazan à Drouyn de L’Huys, n° 4, September 1, 1853) : “insulaires si paisibles et si indifférents aux événemens qui se passent loin d’eux”. 53 54



On that matter see Veinstein, “Asker et re‘aya” (1978), p. 15-19.



See T.-X. Bianchi’s translation of the 1839 edict, proposing the French sujet for teb‘a, on his commentary on that matter : Bianchi, Le nouveau Guide de la conversation (1852), p. 296 and n. 2.
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when nothing happens that the vigilant administrator would not have duly prevented—a time with no event.



To paraphrase the Ottoman point of view, I would be justified in saying that most of the above-



mentioned titles and names are not part of a political terminology. Rather, they partake of a style whose ideal purpose is to coin strictly a-political terms so as to keep the provincial planets in their proper orbits.



Yet the experience of reading provincial archives, as I have attempted to show in this pa-



per, also reveals that something can happen to this apolitical terminology: that those proper names can be reinterpreted, improvised upon, and thus become ill-timed, out of place. Catchwords



become passwords. Such untimely improvisations express a strange combination of the old and the new, of form and function, of norm and practice: while reform projects aim at categorically prohibiting certain names55, or at imposing a new bureaucratised acceptation of others, a range of



reserve meanings and possible substitutes always remain at play, on the move, within or without the official entitled domain. In that sense, subverting the bureaucratic dream of an immovable property, the provincial style allows for a peculiar sense of historicity.



55



See for example Çadırcı, “Türkiye’de kaza yönetimi”, p. 239, dealing with “Tanzimat’ın kesinlikle yasakladığı adlarla halktan fazla vergi toplayanların en kısa süre içinde görevden alınmaları”.
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